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celebratin
page six

page seven
"Not Far From Here," this year's annual Campus
Lights production, opens tomght in Lovett Audi·
torium at 8. Student rickets arc $5.
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University community
shows unity in march
by Melissa Kilcoyne
~t:tff

Writl!r

To commemoratt! Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.'s birthday, Murray State students j oined community members on a civil-rights
march across cnmpus Monday.
The march began at the Curris
Center where University President
F. King Alexnmlcr, Coordinator of
African-American Student Services and Ethnic Programs Cherie
Stubblefield and Calloway County
Judge Executive Larry Elkins provided .introductions to University
of Kentucky Director of AfricanAmerican Studic!'> G"rnld Smith's
featured speech. Aftcn.vard, participants marched across campus,
singing songs led hy St. John's
Uuptist Choir, before returning to
the Curris Center.
In his speech. Smith said King is
rceognized today because of the
great expectations he set for him~elf and Lhe worltl.
"'Martin Luther King lived an
n.hundam life because he tried to
hcl~ somebody," Smith ·said.
"Martin Luther King was one who
Jocuscd on tfie posallvc instead of
the negative. Where many saw
wur, he saw peace."

Smith said King was concerned
for civil rights in all parts of the
world, including Europe and Asia.
"I Ie wanted the best for this
nation, and he wants the best for
us." Smith said.
Smith ended his presentation
with r~dvicc on how to live a life
like King's.
"Be the best of whatever you
arc, and you will hu living the
legacy of Martin Luther King Jr.,"
Smith said.
Participants s:Ud they attended
the event for a variety of reasons.
''l-Ie did a lot for African-Americans and Americans. penod, ··
S<tid Jennifer Pierce. senior from
Dyersburg. Tenn. " I think this day
is really special. and it :;hould be
celebrated."
Mark Rhodes, junior from Murray. said he attended because he
thought the information presented
was important to his life.
"I'm a social-work major, and it
wa~n't required for any of my
classes," Rhodes said. "lt"s just
information J need to have."
Tyrone Walker, senior from
Louisville. attcnlled the march to
suppun ltnlty on c.unpu:;.
"I wanted to support the brothers nf Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity

and support unity on campus, and
Martin Luther King Jr. wa.o; a great
man," Walker said.
The Office of African-American
Student Services and Ethnic Programs and Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity sponsored the event.
"Dr. Martin Luther King was a
member of our fraternity,'' said
Quentin Giles, Alpha Phi Alpha
president. "He did a lot of work
that goes beyond the civil-rights
movement. His legacy is just outstanding, and I think that's one
reason our fraternity does this
event."
Secretary of Alpha Phi Alpha
Tcrmuine Shellman said his fraternity hosts an annual event on
King's birthday to celebrate
every thing King strived to
achieve.
"Students at Murray State
should be aware of everything the
man stood for and how it still
applies today," Shellman said.
In her brief introductory
address. Stubblefield also said
King's message applies to the
world today.
Said Stubblefield: "We could
VCI y e.. sily take lhl.' \hll\is ur M.tr·
tin Luther King and relate them to
our present-day situation."

Murder trial reopens
by Marci Owen
new:; editor

The second murder trial of a
former Murray State student
began Tuesday in Calloway
County Circuit Court with
Judge Dennis Fou~t presiding.
Angelita Turner, who was
arrested in March 200 I after a
<lead newborn was found in her
Han College room.is charged
with murder. Turner was originally tried in September 2002.
but the jury was unable to reach
n unanimous verdict with II
jurors in fav•>r of an acquittal.
In Wednesday"s opening
nrgument.
Commonwc<~lth
Attomey Gulc Cook explained
to the jury the two pos~ihle vcr·
diets: intentional murder or
w;~nton murder.
Cook explained intentional
murder would indicate that a
pcr:;.ml acted deliberately und
intl'nded the con,cqucncc~ of
his or her actions.
Cook said wanton murder
would indicate that a person

was grossly negligent and recklcs-.ly unconcerned with the
safety of others.
Cook said the Commonwealth will prove beyond a reasonable doubt that on March
27, 2001. Angelita Turner
delivered a full-term baby
weighing 5 pounds, 8 ounce11.
"She dcliYcred thb baby in
her dorm room on the seventh
tloor of Hart College at Murmy
State Univer-;ity here in Cal·
loway County, Kentucky,"
Cook ~>aid . "This child was
hom alive. Thb child had not
died in the uterus. This child
did not die Juring birth. This
child came into this world
alive."
Cook said once the Commonwealth proves the baby
was born alive. it would then
go one step further.
"What was in her mind when
she did it?" Cook asked. ""The
Commonwealth bcltcves and
ha~ that the defendant intended
for rhat child to die She never
intended 10 get medical treat-

ment or do anything to save the
life of her child. She intended
to deliver that child, wrap that
child in u towel and place that
child in a black garbage bag,
and that's what she did."
Cook said if Turner's grandmother had not persuaded her
to seek medical treatment at
Henry County Medical Center.
which hi where the pregnancy
wa~ discovered, things would
have gone much differently.
"She would have picked up
that black plastk· bag. and she
would have thrown it away,"
Cook said. "'She would have
thrown that haby out, and no
one would have ever known
that it was born."
Defense
nttorncy Tom
Glover said Cook failed to discu~s the matter:- relevant to the
caS(' in her opening statemenr.
"(She) spent all her rime talking about the facts surrounding
before the baby came. after the
baby came, medical treatment

see TURNER I 12

photos by Karri Wurth/The News

(Top) Murray State students participate in Mond~'s civil-ri~bts march fo r Martin Luther King
J r. Day. (Above) University of Kentucky Director of African-American Studies Gerald Smith
speaks to students, faculty and community members at the Curris Center prior to the march.

Worst national economy in decades
decreases state education spending
by Marci Owen
news editor

With large budget cuts
impending across the state,
administrators of Kentucky's higher~ucntion institutions can only wait to sec
exactly how bleuk the picture truly is.
University President F..
King Alcxundcr said the
nearly to-percent state
budget cut during the pa.'t
two-and-a-half years is
minimal in comparison ro
what administrators nre
expecting.
"We
arc
carefullv
assessing nnd making fis·cal reductions in virtually
every administrative area
while also cun ing operational and auxiliary expenditures," Alcxallder said.
Alexander said the budget cuts wil l greatly impact
University students and
employees.
"(Possible ramification~
include) facuhy- and staffposition eliminations. possible tuition increases of
lO to 15 percent, a reduction in our future ability to
help employees with
health insurance, n 15- to
20-percent extended-cam-

'' As our society gets
o lder, it has increasingly
turned away fro m supporting the children and
students of our states. ''
F. King Alex ander
Universiry Pn. :sident

pus course and program
reductions (and orher)
budget cuts throughout the
entire campus," Alexander
said.
• Scholarships at the state,
federal and institutional
level also will have to be
reduced, he said.
Alexander said the cdu·
cational budget cut~> do not
simply affect those at the
higher-education level.
" In Kentucky, education
hns decreased from 64 percent of the Commonwcallh"s general fund in
1990 to 57 perc en 1 in
200 1," Alexander said.
"For public-school children and lhei-r parents in
Kentucky, this w1ll mean
not only higher tuition nnd

limited access to quality
colleges und universities in
Kentucky. but it will
immediately mean larger
class sizes. pre- and afterschool-program reduction:
art. music, foreign language and physical edu~a
tion class eliminations;
staff reductions; and,
potentially, a shorter
school year."
Kentucky
education
institutions are not the
only ones impacted by a
plummeting national economy. Alexander said.
''Missouri is debating
closing two ~tate universities.'' Alexander said.
"Missi~sippi
State has
offered an early retirement
program where over 400,

35 percent, of l.300 fuculty have accepted the offer,
cau~ing drastic concerns
about future class :-izcs
and educational quality.
Illinois will see its third
year of no faculty and staff
rnises. The public-school
system in Oregon will
<.:lose 15 to 30 tiny~ early
this year."
the
Alexander said
"greate~t injustice of this
budgetary crbis will be to
the children of the Commonwealth."
"Many of thec;c hudgctary problems und shortfalls that we are experiencing have been caused by
nothing more than societal
choices:· Alexander said.
"As our society gets older.
it has increasingly turned
away from supporting the
children and students of
our Mtltes.''
When combined with
the worst national economy in decades, Alexander
said, the ~tate demographic shift in fiscal priorities
has created the current fiscal crisis for all public universities and schools.
Alexander said new rev.-

see BUDGET I 12

Housing lifts restriction on cooking appliances
by Adam L Mathis
wire cduor

photos by Karri Wurth/The News

Angelita Turner (left) and her attorney, Carol Connolly, Jist('n to statements Wednesday
In Calloway Count)' Ci rcuit Cour t. Turner is charged with the murder of her newborn.

The recent restriction on
certain cooking appliances
in the rcsidcnti;ll colleges
has been lifted.
The ban was hfted after
an e-mail from Carvon
Hudson. assi),tunt stare fire
mar.>hal, informed University officials to disregard a
prcviou!> memo restricting
cooking e4uipment. said

David Wilson. interim
din•ctor of Housing.
"We found out Thursday
(Jan. 16) that the policy
hall hcen changed. so we
waited for our staff meeting so · the information
could he disseminated m
that time," Wilson said.
The memo informed
University officials that
cooking items such a!;
clo~ed-top
grills,
hot
plates, electric cooking

pots and other cooking
apparatus that produce heat
were not to be allowed in
residential-college rooms
because they po~ed "distinct fire and life safety
ha.£ards."
Wihon said only iteml>
re~tricted in the previous
-;emester, such as candles
and lava lamps, arc still
prohibited.
"Anything we allowed
before. we allow, hut any-

thing we hanncd, we are
still on that same paget
Wilson said .
Although the memo was
sent in September, Wilson
:-aid he did not receive it
until Nov. 2.
Because of thc limated
number of days remaining
in the semester and a need
to seek clarification, Wil.
son sr~id he decided to wait
until the spring semester to
enforce the new policy.

.

news editor: Maret Owl..'n
a~istant news eillton Seth Comh:-.

2

phonc: 762-H6H

cafllpus })riet1y
en's Center is offering an
as:-ertiveness training group
for a II interested students,
faculty and staff.
The first meeting will be
from 12:30-1:45 p.m. Tuesday in Ordway Hall room
301. The group will continue to meet at the same time
and place each Tuesday for
10 SL><>Sions.
For more information and
to preregister, phone the
Women's Center at 7623140.

College-head posllon
deadline Feb. 5

jenny Hahn/The New>

Jennifer Daniels of Chattanooga, Tenn., entertains a hungry crowd with her \'Oice
and acoustic ~uitar Wednesday night in Winslow Dining Hull.

CorTedions
An individual in a front
page photograph in the Jan.
17 edition of "The Murrny
State New:;" was misidl'nti·
fied as Adrian McPherson,
transfer
student
from
Bradenton, Fla. The photograph was ofjeremy Davis, a
student football coach from
nirmingham, Ala.
A pag~ II basketb.tll photograph was of Murray State
and TennL>sSt.'C Tech.

Student Affairs to host
freshman focus group
Student Affairs will be
hosting a series of frt!shman focus groups throughout the spring semester.
The g roups are an
opportunity for freshmen
to voice their concerns and
discuss issues affectin~
them.
The series will include
four remaining sessions
Feb. 3, Feb. 10, March 10
and April 14. All sessions
will begin at noon in
Winslow Dining Hall .
lntercstl'd freshmen are

encouraged to attend.
For more information,
phone Ashley Hail:;ton at
762-6831.

Deadline approaches
for proposal abstracts

program:-. or displays
:;hould forward inlormation to be included on the
calendar as soon as possiblt•.
F·mail inform<ltion to
Cherie Stubblcfit'ld at
(heric.stubblcfield
@murraystate.edu or fax to
762-3075.

The application deadline
for the Springer-Franklin
college-head position has
been extended to Feb. 5.
Applicants must be
tenured faculty.
For more information or
an application, phone Vice
President of Student
Aff,1irs Don Robertson at
762·6831.

Deparbnent of music
to host piano recital

The
Murray
State
department of music will
sponsor an interdiscipliThe deadline for submism•ry lecture/recital by
sion of preSc.'ntation abstracl<;
pianist Richard Scott at 7
for the 2nd .ihnual Multiculp.m. Tuesd11y in the Pertural, C1,1!-s and Gl~ndcr Greek system to host
forming Arts Hall.
Studit>s Conference is Feb.
weekend
activities
The event i~ part of an
15.
Murray State's Greek Arts and Humanities
The llbstracts have a 300- system will host a Greek
word maximun~ and must Retre~t in association with Enrichment Series titled
be relevant to mullicultural, Arkans;\S State University "Turning Points: 18501Y50."
class and gt.>nder studies.
on Saturday and Sunday.
Scott's program is titled
Events will begin ot 10
The conference will be
"Musical
Transitions and
a.m. Sa,turday nnd 9 a.m.
held March 27-29.
Styles
of
Polish
Compos·
Sundny
in
the
Curris
CenFor more infom1,1tion, eter.
er
Korol
Szymanowski."
mail
St.1ci
Stom•
,1t
Ccrtifii?d speaking proThe program will fea:;taci.stone@murrays tate
fessional
Patty
Hendrick·
ture
piano works from
.edu
son will speak nt the Szymanowski's romantic,
events.
symbolist and nationalis·
Black History Month
For more inlorrnation,
tic periods.
events near finalization e-mail Jon Wright at The performance is free
TI1e Office of African- jonathan.wright and open to the public.
@murraystntc.edu.
American Student Services
is Finalizing the calendar of
events for Black History Women's Center hosts
Campus Briefly is compiled bll
Month.
assertiveness
training
Setlr Combs, assistant news
Individuals or departeditor.
ments sponsoring events,
The Murray State Worn-
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Thursday, Jan. 16

Monday, Jan. 20

6:12 a.m. Transportation advised !}lat
an employee had backed into a patrol
car in the motor pool. A report was
taken.
4:04 p.m. The Emergency Medical Service responded to a report concerning
a person who fell on the front steps of
Wilson HalL The subject refused transport.
6:18 p.m. A College Courts resident
reported her front window shade'
would not come down. Central Plant
was advised.
6:40 p.m. A caller at College Courts
reported a male subject was taking pic·
tures of her through her living-room
window. No report was taken.

12:23 a.m. A caller reported the possi- .
ble smell of marijuana coming from a
room in Elizabeth College. The caller
was referred to Housing.
,
12:31 a.m. A caller reported that she
could not lock Wilson Hall with her ' ·•
key. Racer Patrol advised the doors
were already secure.
3:21 a.m. A caller reported that a group
of subjects near the Purcell tennis
courts were throwing ice at passing ·
vehicles. Subjects were gone upon officer arrival.
11:57 a.m. A lifeguard at Racer Arena •
requested the lights be turned on. An '
officer turned on the lights and
secured the doors.
'•

Friday, Jan. 17

Tuesday, Jan. 21

8:34 a.m. A verbal warning was issued
for failure to properly defrost win·
dows before driving.
4:27 p.m. A Racer Patrol unit advised
that building-services technicians will
be conducting pigeon control.
6:02 p.m. A caller reported hearing
loud popping noises in the College
Courts area.

10:42 a.m. A caller advised that 11
vehicles displaying red decals were in .,
the parking lot at Calloway and 16th ~
streets.
2:47 p.m. A caUer reported the theft of
a television and videocassette recorder ,
from the Springer College lounge area.
A report was taken.
11:37 p.m. A caller at Springer College ' •
reported her boyfriend pushed her
down and choked her. A report was "
taken.

Saturday, Jan. 18
2:29 p.m. The Calloway County Sheriff's Office requested assistance with
locating an individual with possible
' warrants inside Racer Arena : Assistance was provided.
4:05 p.m. A subject reported the Hester
College library had no heat. Central
Plant was notified.
6:42 p.m. A caller reported a subject's
key was stuck in the lock of the lobby
elevator door in the Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Central Plant was notified.

Sunday, Jan. 19
11:30 a.m. An officer reported the
speed bumps on the east side of Hart
College were in need of repair.
2:36 p.m. A caller reported two males
were banging on his daughter's apartment door in College Courts the previ·
ous night. An officer talked with the
student and parent.
10:43 p.m. A residence director reported that an elevator at Regents College
was stuck on tlie eighth floor.

..

.

Wednesday, Jan. 22
3:21 p.m. A fight was reported
between two or three male subjects on ,
the fourth floor of Elizabeth College.
An incident report was taken.
.
7:48 p.m. A caller reported a vehicle 'doing donuts in the stadium lot.
,
8:54 p.m. A caller reported live wires '
on the makeup room heater in Lovett
Auditorium.
Central Plant was
advised.
9:01p.m. A caller asked to speak to an
officer concerning a message on her ·
answering machine.
10:38 p.m. A residence director
requested that the trash room door be
locked. Central Plant was advised.

Motorist assists - 11
Racer escorts - 11

Police Beat is compiled by Seth Combs,
assistant news editor, from materials
provided by Public , Safety. All dispatched calls are not listed.

Mobile Mattie
"Can you read us now? Good."
Our reception is clear every time. Want to hear the lowdown on ·
Murray State University? We've got your number. No more expensive
calling plans ... in fact we're free. Every week. Every time.

performed by
Christian
Murphy,
Gwendolyn
Druyorand
Gail Stern

rrlll
(;JS{~~y
news
I
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King says former guiHy plea
coerced by law enforcement

Anniversary of Roe vs.
Wade prompts protest

MANCHESTER (AP) - A Jackson County man who asked to be executed for two
1998 slayings and then changed his mind
has pleaded guilty in exchange for a 45year sentence.
Circuit Judge Cletus Maricle sentenced
Ervin Ray King on Tuesday. King also agreed
not to seek parole as part of the deal, Commonwealth's Attorney Gary Gregory said .
ln October 1998, King pleaded guilty to
shooting and killing Sand Gap residents Paul
Drew, 57, and Donnie Walters, 56, and asked
to be sentenced to death.
His attorneys said King was the first person in state history to seek the death penalty
on a guilty plen. King did not say why he did
so, other than he thought he deserved the
ultimate penalty.
Soon after getting to death row, however,
King changed his mind. He said authorities
pressured him into pleading guilty by threatening to charge his younger brother with
murder, and also that, in one slaying, he
pleaded guilty to a crime he did not commit.
Gregory and police said King had not been
pressured to plead guilty, and that the evidence pointed to him as the killer in both
murders.

WASHINGTON (AP)
Clashing opinions on abortion
are being heard loud and clear
in the nation's capital as thousands of people mark the 30th
anniversary of the Supreme
Court's Roe vs. Wnde decision
legalizing abortion.
Philadelphia Roman Catholic
Archbishop Anthony Bevilacqua, chnir of an anti-abortion
committee of the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops, h:l an
all-night vigil Tuesday night at
the Basilica of the National
Shrine of the Immnculate Conception . About 7,000 people,
including five cardinals, 36 bishops and 2.50 priests, attended
the annual "Mass for Ufe" and
prayer S<'rvice.

310 million gallons of sludge,
water bury parts of Kentucky
PIKEVILLE (AP) - A federal agency
acknowledged Tuesday it was lax in its
oversight of a mountaintop coal reservoir
that ruptured two years ago, unleashing
about 300 million gallons of sludge in eastern Kentucky.
But U.S. Mine Safety and Health Administration Director Dave Lauriski said his
agency is not to blame for one of the Southeast's worst environmental disasters,
despite problems exposed in the internal
review.
An estimated 310 million gallons of water
and ~Judge broke through the bottom of the
70-acre impoundment near Inez on Oct. 11,
2000. The molasses-like goo gushed into
underground coal-mine portals, into two
creeks and fouled drinking water to communities along a 60-mile stretch of the Big Sandy
River.
Lawns were bur ied up to 7 feet deep. All
fish were killed in ·t~o ~trearns, and large .
number!' of fish died in parts of the Big
Sandy.

West Hollywood council
condemns declawing
WFST HOLLYWOOD, Calif.
(AP) - Tht> city that redas::.ified
pet owners as "guardians" two
years ago is now pushing what
could become the first U.S. ban
on declawing cats.
The City Council voted unanimously Tuesday to publicly
condemn declawing and pro·
posed a ban on the surgery.
The move was hailed by animal advocates who say declawing is inhumane because it cuts
off part of a eat's toes. Some cat
owners
have their pets
declawed to keep them from
scratching people or furniture.

Church claims Koran
encourages murder
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) A
Baptist church's roadside sign
that says Islam approves of
murder has been denounced by
church leaders rt'presenting
worshippers around the stall'.
The marquee-type sign outside the first Conserva tive Baptist Church reads: "Jesus Forbade Murder. Matthew 26:52.

3
•world

---------------------------------------Iraqi officials claim

Muhammad Approwd Murder.
Surah 8:65."
Muslims say the verse cited
is not an endorsement of murder, but rather says those who
believe and are steadfast in
battle will overcome much
larger armies.
First Conservative's pastor,
Gene Youngblood, did not
immediately return a call
seeking comment.
Youngblood, who also leads
the Conservative Theological
Society and Conservative
Christian Academy, has said
he has used the sign to
express the church's opinion
for 15 years and has no plans
to remove the message.

downing of U.S. plane
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)
Iraq claimed Wednesday to
have shot down an
unmanned U.S. aircraft
that entered its airspace
from Kuwait, but the U.S.
military disputed
the
report; saying it appeared
to be untrue.
If the report were confirmed, it would be the second time in a month that
Iraqi defenses had brought
down one of the Amt>rican
reconnaissance drones.
A spokesman for U.S.
Central Command said no
Predators - or any other
aircraft operating in the
region - were known to
have gone missing.

Grand jury considers
evidence in sniper case
FAIRFAX, Va. (AP) - A
grand jury he,trd evidence in
the possible death-penalty
murder case against sniper
suspect Lee Boyd Malvo.
Prosecutor Robert F. Horan
on Tuesday sought a capital
murder indictment against
the 17-year·old in the Oct. 14
slaying of FBI agent Linda
Franklin. A decision by the
grand jury was expected to be
made public Wednesday.
An indictment would offi·
cially mark the transfer of
Malvo's case to adult court. A
juvenile judge's ruling last
week that Malva could be
tried as an adult - making
him eligible for the death ·
penalty if convicted of capital
murder- sent the case to the
grand jury.
Malva and John Allen
Muhammad, 42, are accused
of shooting 18 people, killing
13 and wounding five, in
Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana,
Maryland,
Virginia
and
Washington, D.C. They arc
being tried first in Virginia
becaus~ ib laws allow the
best opportunities for the
death penalty.

Open Positions
•
ID SGA Senate
1 Senator for College of Education
. 1 Senator at Large Position

Applications available in
SGA office
1st Floor of Curris Center

Secretary general
announces retirement
BRUSSELS,
Belgium
(AP) - NATO Secretary
General Lord Robertson
unexpectedly announced
Wednesday he will step
down in December, declining offers to stay on for
another year.
As the alliance's top
civilian official, Robertson
has been praised for pushing through reforms, overseeing NATO's decision in
November to 'invite in
seven new members and
securing
commitments
from European allies to
boost their military capabilities.
There had been little
speculation at
NATO
headquartt'rs about a pas·
sible
replacement for
Robertson. One name mentioned is Polish President
Aleksander Kwasniewski,
but Polish diplomats said
be is determined to serve
out his term, which ends in

2005.
There ,1lso were sugges-

tions a Scandinavian could
be in line for the job.
Names me{ltioned include
former Danish Prime Minister Paul Nyrup Rasmussen
or
Norway's
Defense Minister Kristin
Krohn Devoid, who would
be the first woman to head
NATO.

Security Council may
examine North Korea
SEOUL, South Korea (AP)
A top U.S. envoy said
Wednesday he was rounding up enough support for
the U.N. nuclear watchdog
agency to refer the North
Korea crisis to the U.N. Security Council, and he expected
a referral as early as the end
of this W<'Ck.
Such a move would likely
infuriate North Korea, which
insists that its nuclear dis·
pute is purely with Washington and does not involve
other parties. It has repeated·
ly spoken out against taking
the matter before the global
body.

Court demands trial
for American detainees
LAHORE, Pakistan (AP)
- A Pakistani court on
Wednesday
ordered
authorities to produce
additional evidence to sup·
port the detentions of an
American doctor and four
family members accused of
harboring al-Qaida mem·
bers.
Judge Javed Buttar, of
the High Court in the eastern city of Lahore, scheduled the next hearing in the
case for next Tuesday. The
prosecution
has been
ordered to file formal
charges and produce the
accused in a special anti ·
terrorism court, which is
supposed to complete proceedings within 30 days of

the trial's start.
Dr.
Ahmad
Javed
Khawaja, a gastroenterologist who is a naturalized
American,
has
been
detained since his arrest on
Dec. 19 following a
shootout with police. He is
accused of having "har·
bored and facilitated"
some of al-Qaida's most
wanted leaders at the .
Khawaja family compound
in eastern Pakistan.

German government
refuses infonnation

World Briefly is compiled by
Adam L Mathis, wire editor.

'ffe finallY popped the question
tlnd JJOU said JJes.
Congratulations! You may have been planning your wedding since
you were a flower girl, but have you seriously considered your bridal
registry?
Choosing the perfect dress takes time, but choosing the
perfect items for your new hotne together should be easy. At Vintage
Rose Emporium, we offer brides beautiful choices in styles from
casual to elegant and prices to meet any budget.
With our toll-free phone number and website, your family and
friends can buy from your registry whether or not they live here.
Plus, we will give you and your wedding gift buyers friendly,
personal service not found in a big department· or discount store.

Come by and see how we are making tradition simple!

Interviews will be Wed. January 29th
at 5 p.m. in Barkley Room
Applications due back to SGA office
by Wed. Jan. 29th by noon.

111 S. 4th St. - Murray, KY - (2 70) 759-2100
Where every bride is special

Hours: Monday-Friday 10-5, Saturday 10-2
3REE GIFT FOR EVERY
REGISTERED BRIDE THIS
MONTH

.

a

HAMBURG, Germany
(AP) ·The German government has refused to turn
over statements by a key
al-Qaida suspect in the
Sept. 11 plot as evidence in
the trial of a Moroccan •
accused of aiding the sui- :
cide pilots, citing secrecy
concerns, attorneys said •
Wednesday.
Lawyers in the first trial
of a Sept. 11 suspect had
asked the Hamburg state
court to request the Berlin
government's
help
in •
obtaining transcripts of
statements
reportedly
made by Ramzi Binalshibh
in U.S. custody. That fol·
lowed the U.S. Justice
Department's refusal to let
him testify at the trial of
alleged co-plotter Mounir •
Motassadeq, a 28-year-old •
Moroccan .
Chancellor
Gerhard
Schroeder's office, in a Jetter to the court, made clear
that German intelligence
has copies of s tatements
Binalshibh made under
interrogation,
but
it
refused to hand them over
because of an agreement
with U.S. authorities to
keep them secret.
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SGA campaigns .against cuts
Our View
ISSU E:

]ace Rabe and
the SGA arc

Which team has the best
chance of winning the
Super Bowl? Why?

implementing a
statewide campaign to oppose
budget cuts.
P OSITION:

"Oakland.
They're a physical team. Cali
boys arc craziness, and the fans
are crazy."

We applaud 1he
dTort to oppose
cut; that could
eliminate programs and
cause a considCt<lble rise in
student tuitioq.

Tyrone Parks
junior, Los Angeles. caNt.

"Tampa Bay.
They're a better
team, plus they
have Alstott.
Alstott's the
man."
CUff Jackson

With the threat of statewide budget
cuts l()Otning over all state universities. Murray State's Student Government Association is taking a proactive
stance to deal with the problem.
State universities could be hit hard
when the budget cuts are announced
in upcoming month~. Programs C?~ld
be cut, faculty termmated and tUJtlon
increased
considerably.
Murray
State's SGA is not sitting idly. however. SGA President Jace Rabe and
his executive counciJ are aggressively
approaching the problem by taking
part in a statewide plan to oppose
budget cuts at post-secondary educational institutions in Kentucky.
The SGA has ali&ned itself with all
other slate universtties in Kentucky,
except the University of Kentucky, to
implement a strategy of letters to state
legislntors, a ribbon campaign and
marches on the capitol.
Rabc, a member of the Board of
Student Body Presidents, said having
the other universities take part only
strengthens the impact it will have on
legislators.
·•Murray State will start the camr,aign immediately," Rabe said.
'Imagine thousands of letters, signed
by students, being put on legislators'
desks in the caP,itol. That's going to
have an impact. '
Rabe said he hopes the campaign
will gain enough publicity and recognition to allow legislators to see that
students oppose the budget cuts.

SGA is looking ah~ad and taking
steps to prevent any loss to students.
We applaud Rahc and Murray
State's SGA for their role in helping
Kentucky's state universities fend off
budget cuts.

''If budget cuts are imposed on postsecondary education, the quality of
education in our state will be compromised,'' he said. "Students may face
definite double-digit increases in
tuition. a reduced quality of education, larger c lass sizes, fewer full-time
professors, program cuts, hi~i?g
freezes and many lost opportumlles
once afforded to them.''
Students ma>.: not realize how much
they will be affected if budget cuts arc
as high as expected. It's good to know

The staff editorial is the majority opiniou
of the editorial board of ''The Murray
State News. " The editorial board is composed of all section editors.

freshman. Owensboro

Man only species
to self-inflict pain

"Tampa Bay.
They' rc my second favorite team
to the Rams."
Katlc Dunman
senior, Louisville

On

the
"Tampa Bay.
Their offense is
real good."
Stephen Keene
JuniOf, Louisville
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Howdy. folks. Well, I am sure
everyone is happy to see that
this commentary writer has not
fallen off the face of the Earth,
been knifed in the rib!> in a dark
a)ley or fnllen victim to a "Dunge<)n~ ~\1~ ~rltiori~:' 'sa~c gone
h9~ribly wrong.t imagine many
of you thought one of these scenarios might have been the
case. causing my absence from
last week's paper. Thankfully,
it was none of these (although I
have seen some pretty ~ad D&D
games that have gotten painfully and pathetically out of control).
OK. so perhaps describing
your reaction to my reappearance ns being "happy" is n bit of
a stretch. but come on, guys. let
me live in my own liule fantasy
world for just a while longer.
Anyway, I should go ahead
and cut right to the chase with
this l' Ommentary. The other
day, one of my roommates and I
were watching television. and
as we flipped through the stations, we caught the tail end of
one of those national news programs that likes to end its
broadcnsb by imposing credits
upon a rather odd video clip.
The partil:ular clip we happened
to sec slwwed members of a
polar-bear club using ladders to
climb down into a frozen pond.
(For those of you who may not
be familiar with these clubs,
members usually find enjoyment in climbing into frozen
bodies of water. That is pretty
much it. from m) understanding.)
Immediately following this
broadcast was a preview for an
upcoming "Ripley's Believe It
or Not" episode featuring people who were smacking themselve~ in the face with objects
(wa~n 't paying too much attention as to wh:ll kinds of
obJeCts). a woman who could
paint with her naked body (the
.. believe it or not" factor is real·
ly "tart i ng to reach rhe bottom
of the burrel with this one) and
numerous other individuals displaying how much torture and
pain they could endure.
Here is what I find amusing: I
will fully admit I am nn Jared
Miller or Jnck Hannuh or Steve
En~ in the Crocodile Hunter. so
perhaps my grac;p of 1.0ology
might he :t little off. But. it
seems to me that human beings
ure the nnly animal-. that deliberately put themselves in a
harmful situation simpl)' for
per~onal amu~ement or the
amu~ement of others. Why do I
tind this~~~ amusing, you lllight
a<.k'? Well , there nrc two rcnson': a) I nm really quite surprised that this tendency in

many people hus not led u~ to
become an endangered specie:..
and b) It often takes little more
than a shiny object to amuse
me. I'm going to focus on the
former reason for now.
In,the re;:t,o(lh,e ~nimal king~ · ,
dom, do you firp many animnls 1
lhnt willingly injure themselves
for amusement'! I don't think I
have ever seen a "National Geographic" spccinl in which n
group of gazelles stare intently
at a giraffe that is purposefully
smacking its head into a tree
limb for sheer shock value. Nor
have I ever set.•n a couple of
dog~ hop into a frozen lake just
for the hell of it. Yet. there are
humans who would do these
things and think nothing of
them ,
Some people would :;ay
mankind's willingness to go to
war is the flaw in our ability to
reason and that this will eventually lead us to wipe out the
entire human race in a third
world war. I think it is our willingnes" to endanger ourselves
with little more than stupid
human tricks. whether they are
in 1he form of climbing into
frozen lakes or stabbing ourselves in the face with sharp
object-; to shock people watching cable television. that is the
naw in human renson. I'm really surprised we huve not killed
off more of our population by
engaging in the~e activities.
What would be e\'en more fitting, though. is if we wiped out
the human race in a third world
war CAUSED by one of thelie
incidents gone horribly wr0ng.
Imagine what would happen if
Bush was a!iked b) Saddam
Hussein to climb into a tro7en
pond with him, t)nly to have the
former die of hypothermiu.
Screw weapons of mass
destruction bringing about w:.~r
- !think this would do the trick.
Well, I do not want to end this
with you guys thinking l am
again~! these acts. I may think
they are completely irrational,
and perhaps our ability to reason might be w:tsted on us from
time to time, but I ilm still guilty
of finding amusement in an
cpisude of··'Jackass" or in any·
thing else that involves comcLiy
at the t•ost of physical injury.
Now "Ripley '~ Believe It ur
Not" i~ about to film a segment
ahout people who can cram
ungoLIIy amounts of Totino's
Party PiZLas into their mouths,
M> u's time to go get my 15
m1nutes of fame .

Ju/111 Gibson i.\· a t'o{umnist for
" 'J'Iu• Murmy Swte New:.." •

Students require
realistic, viable
concert options
On Jan. 17 I picked up "The Murray
State News.'' After reading the newspaper
and browsing the article on the concert
numbers needing a boost, I cume to the
.conclusion that !he article is an unrea.l
dream.
I would first have to say that there is not
going to be a crowd for Donna Summer and
Gloria Gaynor. I'm sorry. Disco died a
long time ago. so you can cut the oiscotype bands. People can go to the Murray
skating rink if they wam that.
I thought a little bit about Def Leppard
and Bon Jovi. Sure, they would be great
concerts, but you're asking for n great deal
of money for both of them. and the majority of people now arc ashamed to be caught
li stening to '80s rock. The Doubie Brothers
are going to appeal to one aowd only. as
well as They Might Be Giants.
Murray State hus provided wonderful
concert experiences such a:. the Dave
Mallhewo;; Band, Garbage, Dust for Life,
Nelly. Nickelback, Default, Injected and
Nickel Creek.
From a personul standpoint, I would like
bands such us the Stone Temple Pilots
(which is doing college tours); Good Charlotte. Hooba~tank, New Found Glory, The
Used and Finch (all new to the mu~ic st.:ene
and under-card hands): Jay-Z. Nappy
Roots and N.E.R.D (all perform awesome
in the rap world): and a group SUl:h as 311
(which gave the greatest :.how I've ever
seen, although chances of getting it are
slim to none).
I've seen many concerts, and these types
or bunds/groups bring in major crowds.
When you bring in bands new to the scene.
they will play in nhno~t any venue because
a gig is a gig. They are very reasonable on
the money issue because they are used w
playing in small clubs. I abo know if Mur·rny cnn gl.!t Nelly, we can get someone sut:h
as Jav·Z.
This is just my opinion . You may hate all
the groups 1 listed n~; ideas. But you have to
get banLis/gmups that put on good shows .
When you get banl.ls such as DOGST AR.
people tend to avoid coming to concerts.
There is a better way to make jul.lgments on
\\iho would be good for a campus performance. All you need to do is get !iOmeone
to actually go to one of a prospective
band's concerts. Then, get a reaction on
things such as stage presence, interaction
with rhe crowd, length of show, reliability
of the performers and musical genre. Then.
from this formula, you can make a conclusion on whether or not your uurnbers will
boost .
I am in a local band named Cellar Door,
and I know all the technicalities and how
performing a gig ~nrks . I know the type of
thing ... l'rowds like to come to see these
Jays. If you lbten tn the majority of the
sludents. you'll get better feedback. The
best wuy to do th1s i-: to hand uut a list to
the stuuent body with options (that arc real istic). Finally, we' ll choose whm we want
to :.ee.

Adam /Jiue/ is a .wphomon• radio/T\'
major from Utica.
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In My
Opinion

Adam
Bittel

" I've seen
many concerts, and
these types of
bands/groups· '
bring in

major crowds.
W hen you
bring in
bands new to
the scene,

they will play
in almo'\t any
venue

because a gig
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Affirmative Action
Laws foster discrimination, Program ensUres equality
discourage genuine equality in classroom, workplace
In My
Opinion

Adam
Mathis

"In essence,
the Jaw succeeds in creating a classbased system,
one that we
have so
adamantly
opposed in
the past.

Except, in
this case,
minorities are
given the role
once held by
the majority."

As a nation, we have spent almost 226 years
debating equality. And from the 18th century to
the 21st, equality hac; been interpreted differently.
For the colonistc;, equality generally meant white.
landed men having equal voting rightc;. For the
modem American, equality is generally seen as
preserving the rights of minorities with !>l!Ch a
plethora of rules and regulations that an accusa·
tion of inequality is the same as being denounced
as a communist in Na1.a Gennany. No one cares if
you are, but the SS is still at your door.
Anyone who thinks I over-exaggerate need
only bring up the issue of equality in a business
setting. Instead of treating it as 3Jl honest discussion. people in the room will grow quiet and cast
suspicious glances, wondering when the stonn
troopen. will walk through the door. If equality is
so deeply ingr.Uned in our country, why are we So
afraid of the laws designed to preserve equality?
Recently President BW\h came out against an
affinnative-action law in Michigan - a law that
gave increased weight to coJiege applicants
belonging to a minority group. Currently. he hao;
only come out against this affirmative-action law.
but it speaks volume:. about every Jaw geared to
ensure equality. While many see this as the tir,;t
step in reverting the country back to the 1950s, I
see it as a step toward the ideals of the civil-righ~
movement. Those ideals were equality, pure and
simple, with no leanings to or consideration for
the color of someone's skin.
The problem is not having laws requiring equity, but the way these laws are enforced to ensure
equity. A prime example exists at Murray State,
which is expected to employ a certain number of
minority faculty or face repercussions by the state.
How does this reprc~nt equality? What the stan·
dard does is favor one group above another. ln
essence, qualifications can be ignored in favor of
having enough minorities to meet a certain quota,
whether it b set by the government or the organization itself. It sounds horrible, but no amount of
maneuvering can change that fact. The reason it
sounds so repugnant when expressed that way is
because favoritism, for any group, is perceived as
a contradiction of American ideals. which it very
well should be.
Of cour.;e. the law does not state that a morequalified pen;on is to be disregarded in favor of a
Jess-qualified minority. But the catch to this is no
rru1tter the qualifications, certain organizations are
expected to have a certain number of minorities.
This has led to such idiocies as hiring umJerqualified minorities for jobs - even recruiting minorities for certain po~itions. 1f qualifications are
ignored in favor of ethnicity, legislation requiring
that every minority be employed somewhere
would not be outlandish · it would even eliminate
the need for recruiting.
Proponent-; of affirmative-action laws might
see the evils but argue that the ends justify the
mean.t;. No sy:-.tem is perfect, and affinnativeaction does off-;et discrimination against minori·
ties. But therein lies the problem - it protects
against discrimination against minorities only. Is
discrimination against a nonminority any less discnmination than that practiced toward a minority'?
The answer is no, but because the majority is perceived as having the advantage. a little outside
help for minorities is seen as justified. Yet, I wac;
under the imprcs~ion that the civil-rights move-

ment was to prove minorities were equal, not that
they needed help to be equal. I would rather treat
minorities as equals than inferiors who need help
to be equal.
Also, the mindser that minorities are always
discriminated again:,t has become so pervasive
that the absence of legislative safeguards seems
foolhardy. No one is willing to take the chance
that the American public is not anti·minority and
let minorities struggle for a job on their own like
everyone else. These laws are nothing more than
training wheels, not letting the minorities fail. I do
not believe minorities are, as a rule. less capable,
but that we are not allowing them to be less capable. We insist minorities be placed in higher positions but refuse to accept the fact that there may
noc be any qualified minorities for a job.
This takes a truly ironic twist since affumative
action was designed to increase equality and
encourage ethnic diversity, thus leading
to friendly ethnic relation.~. Yet all the
law succeeds in doing is creating an
even more hostile atmosphere. People
become resentful when they see a job
they had to work for virtually given to a
minority. Or when a minority did
earn a job, people wonder if
he/she really had the qualifications. In essence, the
law succeeds in creating a class-based
system, one
that we

have so adamantly opposed in the past. Except, in
this case. minorities are given the role once held
by the majority.
It boils down to this question, "If the color of
someone's skin should nor disqualify them for a
job, why should it qualify them for a job?" While
~orne may interpret my words as ''bigoted," I am
in complete agreement that discrimination based
on ethnicity is wrong. l hope very sincerely that
we can see beyond equality enforced at the knife
point of law, to the need for the abolishment of
those laws for the sake of equality. While equality is an issue that bears our attention, we should
not enforce "equality" by making one side
unequal. In fact, my dream was shared by some·
one else. Martin Luther King Jr. As he said. ''I
have a dream. that my four little children will one
day live in a nation where they will not be judged .
by the color of their skin but by the content of
their character."
I hope we may all wake to see that dream come
true.
Adam Mathis is wire editorfor "Tht Murray State
News."

And it isn't just in the workplace.
President Bush recently condemned an
affirmative-action program used at the
University of Michigan to enhance
minority enro11ments in its undergraduate and law-school programs.
To me, affirmative action on the collegiate level is just as crucial as in the
workplace. This seems' to be the first
real opportunity for some individuals
to get their foot in the door. Minorities
who, for a variety of reasons may not
have received equal treatment in the
classroom before, can get the qualifications they need to enter the workplace
competitively if given the opportunity
to perform well in college.
ln his textbook "Morality in Practice," James P. Sterba writes an essay
in favor of affirmative action in which
he makes several points about how
affirmative action can effectively bring
justice for those who may have suffered in the past.
"Such candidates have the potential
to be as qualified as, or more qualified
than. their peers,
but that potential
- - - - - - - - - --.._,. has not yet been
E.,-n/ loy h?~.rrf·
act u aIi zed
/}L>.o/
f
,
L"
because of past
rr I CQ I~J rer~
·lOJUStlces,..
· ·
~I
Sterba writes.
To
help
these individuals
who have faced
past injustices,
Sterba says the
hiring of slightly
less-qualified
minorities against
their white male
counterpans must be
coupled with some
sort of training pro·
gram in order to give
them the opportunity ro meet or exceed
the qualifications they would have norOf course, that's an easy case to
argue against affirmative action. mally attained if not for the presence of
Unfortunately, that's not what affirma· past injustices.
tive action is all about.
Sterba's view of affirmative action is
In more cases than not, affirm·ative not one often recognized by opponents
action can help a minority with equal or of the issue. Too many peeple look: at
almost equal qualifications get a job affirmative action as an issue that's all
that perhaps earlier injustices in life or nothing, one way or the other. But
would not allow. Affirmative action, if the truth is, there are a variety of forms
utilized effectively. will do something of affirmative action that can be
that is ages overdue: Level the playing applied to business and classroom setfield for minorities and produce the tings. It is difficult for me to see how
ultimate equa1ity in the workplace. I these applications can do more harm
agree that in a perfect world, affirma- than good.
tive action wouldn't be necessary.
We are a country founded on the
However. America has a history that is basis of equality. And, optimistically
far less than perfect. What our history speaking, I think for most people, the
<thows is that white males have mindset is there. We know what needs
received preferential treatment in the to happen. Unfortunately, it is going to
classroom and workplace, and there's take more than hopeful thoughts and
no real reason to believe that, without patience to get us there.
some sort of program to monitor
progress, the system will just balance Loree Stark is tditor in chief of "The
Murray State News."
itself out.
Affirmative action - the introduction
of this issue into discussion often
prompts the same type of reaction as
the mention of abortion, euthanasia or
capital punishment. Almost everyone
has an unfaltering position on it, and, of
course, every individual knows his or
her position is right.
Taking all that into consideration,
I'm ready to toss my opinion into the
ring for the ultimate dissection. 1
believe affirmative action is the only
way to ensure all positions in the
American workplace are evenly divid·
ed among a variety of races, economic
backgrounds and ethnicities.
Many opponents of affirmative
action refer to the idea as "reverse discrimination.'' Having discussed the
issue with a few of these opponents, I
often hear the same scenario: A com·
pletely unqualified minority woman
goes up for a job against a highly
qua1ified white man and gets
the job solely because of her
race and gender.
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" To me

'
affirmative
action on the
collegiate
level is just as
crucial as in
the workplace. This
seems to be
the first real

opportunity
for some individuals to get
their foot in
the door."

Student encourages embracement, usage of 'F' word
In My
Opinion

Krista
~lathcny

Why 1s 1t that every time the word "feminism"
pops up in a conversation, people look at me like
I had just castrated a kitten? In my experience,
most of the people who are against feminism don· t
really know what it is.
Here's u quick rundown on human history. The
war of the sexes was waged when Eve offered the
apple to Adam. The population spread across the
face of the earth. Women gained the mystique of
being delicate. maternal and in need of protection
while rearing their young. Men were identified as
the providers· 'stmng and courageous soldiers who
fought the wars, hekl the power and thus became
the controlling gender.
Then in the mid-19th century. something
changed. The lirst stone was cn~t. nnd the battle
for equality began. People joined together to
destroy c;Ja\ery. Women realized their voices fell
short of those of their male counterparts. It seems
then women had the means and the dri\e to close

the sociological gap that had separated the sexes
for so long. After the Civil War. members of the
women's suffrage movement started a campaign
to give women the right to vote. They succeeded
30 years later.
Nothing happened for 60 years until the equalright<; movement. The concept of equality was
raised once more and became a reality with the
blood of Martin Luther King Jr., Malcolm X and
countless others. It was then that Betty Friedan
published a book titled "The Feminine Mystique,"
and the feminist movement was born. Radicals
went to extremes to have their voices heard: Magazines were taken over, bras were burnt, Miss
America pageants were picketed. airwaves were
flooded and newspaper articles and news reports
appeared.
These women did have their voices heard, but at
a terrible price. The word feminism became an
"F' word. Anyone who uttered it was deemed a

lesbian, femi-nazi and overall man-hater until the can handle a certain amount of physical strain. If a
concept itself was lost behind that one little word. woman can't do it, it's not because of her sex.
Mental competence, however, is an entirely differNames can hurt a lot of people.
I am a feminist and proud of it I don't hate men. ent matter. A brain is a brain, and it doesn't matter
l'm not a lesbian, even though there's nothing who it belongs to as long as it works well.
wrong with that I am a femi-nazj in the sense that
Biological differences don't make anyone less
I believe militantly in the concept of equality- not of a person. It just makes them different. Variation
just equality between men and women, but equal- is what makes us individuals, and, as individuals,
who are we to judge who is le...s of a person
ity between all races and sexual orientations.
All the major movements of the 20th century - .because of a belief or a lifestyle? True equality
equnl rights, feminist, gay liberation - had this comes slowly with each generation. Look at your
same goal in mind. Progress can only be achieved grandparents. In most cases they are usually a lot
in pieces, and it is no coincidence that these revo- more close-minded than the present generation.
We are all learning to see through our various dif·
lutions coincided continuously.
Equality, or humanism, is looking beyond all of ferences and embrace the human spirit within
that and seeing the attributes of people them- everyone.
selves. For example, there is usually an obvious
difference in the physical strength of men and
women, and I think that should be considered Krista Matheny is a senior creati\·t writing major
when an employer is looking to hire someone who from Fairji~ld, Ohio.

Students must practice responsibility, realize their limits when drinking
I ju'>t realited that drunken revelry at Murray
State has reached a new low. More and more irresponsible drinkers are stumbling about campus
after hours nnd, what's even more repulsive.
throwing up everywhere.
Don' t get me wrong. Although I don•t drink,
this is certainly not a lecture on .... h~ther or not
student-; should be drinking. By all means, if you
\\Jilt to poison your liver, I s<~y go right ahead;
free up ~ome parking spaces here on campo~.
I do wunt to say. however. that urinking socially is one thing. but getting plastered and puking
out your guts is quite another
What gets to me 1s the fact that guys (and girls)
claim they're so cool because they (.'an "handle
their liquor." They brag to their friends ubout
how much they can drink. They go out. drink v.ay
too much ami end up vomiting all over the bathroom noor. It's sickening . Wh:~t', the point of
urinking so much that you end up throwing it all

up. anyway? Where's the dignity in stumbling
homl! from the bar and passing out in a pool of
your own sick'?
1 can hear some borderline alcoholic at a local
drinkin~ establishment now: "Dude. puking is a
natural part of the drinking proces:.."
No. it i'tn't, stupid. In case you missed it,
throwing up is your body's way of rejecting
whatever it can't handle. Take a hint. It's embar·
ra~sing .tnd pathetic, Even more moronic is the
fact th<ltliome people seem to think it's all right.
After puking out their lower intestines, you'd
think they"d say, "Hey, maybe 28 tequila :.hots in
15 minutes IS too many:· but. no, the same thing
happens after every party or night at the local bar.
Oh. and don't think I've forgotten the women.
Peggy Sue. I bet you think that little <;tory about
your best friend having to hold your hair back
becau-;e you got so smashed on your 21st birth·
day that you puked all over Heather's car is so

cute. Well, it's not. l think girls who drink to
excess have no class whatsoever. Drinking
should be fun and relaJting - something you
enjoy with friends, not something that makes you
physically ill. Girls. if you want men to respect
you. then you have to respect yourself. If you're
giving your number to the creepy guy that constantly picks his nose in accounting class. you've
probably had enough to drink. You don't need to
see this morning's omelet to know it's time to
call it a night.
OK. even if you (man or woman) don't have
enough respect for yourself to realize that maybe
toilet warer shouldn't be spla:.hing on your face at
3 a.m., at least have some respect for your room·
mates - any of whom could have been having a
damn good celebrity make-out dream when you
staggered in and heaved for hours in the bath·
room. Some people nctually have classes the next
day. and. believe it or not, the sound of you vom·
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iting combined with the toilet flushing is not the
enchanting melody you might think it is. I have
absolutely no pity whatsoever for people who get
violently ill because they choose to drink too
much . Any sensible person knows the limit. and
if you don't, then you shouldn•t be.drinking.
As I said before, I'm not a drinker. However,
believe me when J say that I have known my fair
share of alcoholics. I know you don't have to get
plastered to have a good time. A buu is just as
good as being hammered.
Guys, real men know when they've had
enough. Girls, you want men to know you're in
control of the situation and of yourself
So have a beer, or have two- have as many as
you can without hurting your body, embarrassing
yourself and annoying others.
St\·uo Avila is opi11ion editor for "The Murray
Stare News. "

In My
Opinion

Severo
Avila

I,
I

college life editor: Ky.~er Lough
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hat will you

•friday
•Cinema I nternational - "Together,"
7:30 p.m.. Curris
Center Theater. Free
Admission.
•Performance
Campus Lights. "Not
Far From Here." 8
p.m .• Lovett Auditorium. General admission. $7; students and
children. $5.

Suggestions to fill your Super Bo

•saturday

I

It
I

•Cinema International - "Together,"
7:30 p.m.. Curris
Center Theater. Free
Admission.
•Performance
Campus Lights. "Not
Far From Here. •· 8
p.m .• Lovett Auditorium. General admission, $7; students and
children, $5.

•sunday
•Bible Study
University Church of
Christ. 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha. Elizabeth College back lobby, 9:15
a.m. Rides to the
church of your choice
afterward.
•Bible Study - Unitarian
Universalist
Fellowship of Murray. 11 a.m.. Curris
Center third floor.
•Performance
Campus Lights, "Not
Far From Here," 2
p.m., Lovett Auditorium. General admission. $7; students and
children, $5.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

JUNK-Fooo EXTR
AVAGANZA
What You ne 'd·
G 1 .
c ·
o dlish Cntckc .
'f.
rs
nscuir.~

any snack wirho
.

..

EZ-Chee-'c
ut far free'' or .. ·d
rc.: uced far"

on lhe box

M•x snacks in a bowl How ro m:tke it:

E
. or ~ample each
.
-2-Cheese liberally treat Individually A
as nt•e<.Jed.
. ppJy

• monday
•RCA - Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room.

"QuicJ., UJld c·r<y B . Why I like ,·r·
S uper B "'! l• crCSid
·
·, e~, Who cares ahou
'
r
your stomu<:h have . I cholestera/? It's II
liome fun ~.

'

·

IOr Once."

1e

•tuesday
•CAB
Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tenne!.see Room.
•Presentation - Sex
Signals, 8 p.m.. Curris
Center large ballroom.

•

• wednesda:
•SGA- Student Government Association
Senate meeting. 5
p.m., Curns Center
Barkley Room. All
nre welcome.

AC ROSS
5

9
14
15
16
17

: thqrsdaL,
•Concert - Strike Up
the Bands, 7 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium.
Free admission.
•Cinema International - "The De\'irs
Backbone,··
7:30
p.m.. Curris Center
Theater. Free Admission.

18
19
20
23
24
25
29
31
34
35
J6
37
40
41
42
43
44
45

I'

Letter opening.
often
Frankenstein's
helper
English
homework
Pleasant
Genesis
bout-builder
One of the
strings
Ages and ages
on~ ages
Foil wisdom
Marcus or
Woody
Foot ball trio
Wool producer
Positive reply
Cowboys' home
Merge
Silent ussem
Where lo\ers
walk'?
Missile housing
Slimy stuff
Racing trio
Lays down the
lawn
City on the
Rhine
E:\clusively
Printer\
mea l-ou res
Jabber'
Put U\\U)' gear

59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Tennis trio
German sub
Retired for lhe
night
Kangaroo kid
Chut.tpah
Skedaddle
Long in the
tooth
Take the helm
Small gull
Pastel shade

DOWN
2
3
4
5
6
7
~

9
10
II

12
13
21
22
25

Lose it
Stead
Computer
graphic
Bedouin home
Kin through
marriage
Silly fowl
Ro\\ boat needs
Flightless bird
Sidestepped
Jockey'o; attire
Diva's
performances
McCowen or
Buldwin
Jerk
Oyster find
Hose material
Use a divining
"rod

27
28
29
30
31

32
33

35
36

38
39
44

Rims
Be<trings
Panache
Not in any way
Ultraviolet
filter
Beaded with
moisture
Garbage boat
Norway capital
Mlxlerate
Bit of info
Clown of the
court

45
46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56

Waterlogged
Use a shuttle
Haughty gaze
Six-shl){llcrs
Help ,o,.·ith a
heist
Extra
President
Roosevelt's
successor
Up to the job
Partly open
Like some
fast-food orders
So-so grade'
Jekyll's alter
ego

Last week's solution

Edited by Wayne Robert Winiams

arts & ent
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Student production takes stage:

• music

-

1. Nora h Jones - ··come
Away With Me"

2. J ennifer Lopez - "This Is
Me ... Then''
3. Avril Lavigne- "Let Go''
4. Dixie Chicks - "I lome''
5. Soundtrack - "8 MHe"
Sourre. Assot iatcd Press

• movies
1. Kangaroo J ack
Starring Jerry O'Connell

2. National Security
Starring Martin Lawrence
3. Just 1\-larried
Starring Ashton Kutcher and
Brittany Murphy

4. T he Two Tower s
Starring Elijah Wood
5. Catch M e if You Can
Starring Tom Hunks and

Leonardo DiCaprio
Source: Associated Press

1. Robert Jorda n -"Crossroads of Twi light: The Wheel
of Time, Book I 0"
2. Robert C. Atkins - "Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolution"

•

1•

•'1

by Jessica Higdon
staff writt.•r
What began as a dream for two Murray
State alumni ha'l become n reality. Sin,·t.·
Thursday. the cast and crew of "Not Fur
From Here," this year's production of Cumpus Lights. have been showcasing the talent
of Murray State alumni and :-tudents.
Alumni Scott Hamrick and Joseph KlotJ
coiJaboratet.l to put together the fir~t nriginnl
show written for Campus Lights in several
years_ Director Chris Thornton said he was
wary of taking on the project but happy with
how the musical came together.
..Scott Hamrick approached me about t\\O
years ago v.anting to write an oil-original
musical." Thornton said. "I was a bit apprehensive at first, but slowly stancd to v.arm
up to the idea. After the tirst revismn of the
script, I fell in IO\ c v. ith the show und decided to run for director."
Campus Lights has been a tradition at
Murray Stare fl)r 66 years. It began as a
fund-raiser for the Murray Men's Club and
hru> since been taken over by the fr.1ternities
of Phi Mu Alpha and S1gma Alphu Iot:l.
The cast and crew spent sevcr.tl months
preparing the show, beginnmg with audi
tions in October and ending with 15 hour
days spent rehearsing for opening night.
"Everyone has worked extremely hard to
make the show !:'Teat," Ches Clark. chairman
of the board of producers. ~aid. "Anyone

he News

J essica Linenfdser, sophomore from Jlighlond, Ill., runs through a dress rehearsal of
"Not Far Fl'"om Here." Performances are tonight and Saturday night at 8 and Sunday
afternoon at 2. Tickets arc $7 for general admission and $5 for students.
could try out when we held auditil)ns. We
want to showca<;e all the talent that Murray
State has to offer, nut just members of (Phi
1\1u Alph3 anti Sigma Alpha Iota!.''
Thornton said there is mlditional prcs:;ure
thi:; year becau}e the script i~ an original

our.
" I have been working on the show for
close IU two years now with the writer.-,,
making sure every Lletail is com•ct.'' Thornton :;uid. ·~rhis is a world premier, so I am
not sure how .tutlience response will be,

although it is a wonderful show. This i~ only 1
the ~econd time Campus Lights has per-,.
tbmJCu and written :1n all-original musical.
so the pressure is on from alumni and othe(
unuerwritcrs of the show to provide Murray •
with quality cntcrtllinmcnt.''
,.
Thl! show itself is set in St. Louis in 1946. •
It b a romantic cuml'dy that fo llows the lri- ~
als'and tribul:llions of Lt. Lucas Riley and...,
his lover, Virginia Bannister.
"The play is great," Clark said. "The writing is very ~man und funny. The fact that
this yettr"s play wtb wrillcn by our alumni.•
that alone ts gomg to draw n lot of people to.
see the play. For the students, faculty and.
anyone v. ho remembers v. hat Com pus,~
Lights is oil about, they are going to love this.
year's show. It is an excellent story (with} 1
great music. and it'1. a lot of fun.''
Thornton agreed.
•
"I have had so much fun. and J do not want',
thi.; experience to end," Thornton said. "The,
cast. crew and b\lanJ of producers have out- ,
dont•thcmsclves this year nn!.l Jescrvc all the ,
credit. I cenainly hope that I "'ill have a,
chance to work "'ith all these extremely tal- ,
entcd people orll"l! again."
The proceeds from Campus Lights go
toward a ruutl to provide a four-year scholarship to one incoming freshman music major.
and Clark said the schol ar~hip makes the.
whole pn~C.'i1> worthwhile.
Said Clark: ··our ultimatt• aim is to give all
the money away."
•

Sum 41 attempts new style, fails·

3. John G risham - "The
Summons"
4. Nora Roberts- "Truly,
Madly Manhattan"

by Michael Driver
assistant

5. Alice Sebold - "The
Lovely Bones"
Source: Associated Press

web site
www.myvirtunlmodcJ.com
This site Jets you create a 3-D
model o f yourself or a madeup person just by entering in a
few details. Modeb can then
be shared with friends or

saved.

coll~g~

ltfc

~ditor

Sum 41's latest album, "'Does
This Look Infected?." continues
where its major-label debut, ''All
Killer. No Filler," left off.
"Still Waiting," the fourth
track on the album und its first
single, is srill climbing the modem-rock chan.<>. The song displays the band's prowess at mixing Green Day's message or
being a confused tlenitcn of
modern society with an occa,sional metal riff that pays
homage to '80s metal act' \UCh
as Judas Priest and Iron Maiden.

The mu~ic this time is darker
than the music from Sum 41'"
previous releases. It is more
mature, largely hecuusc of guitarist Dave Baksh hranching out
beyond just powa chords. and
the 1.ongs <~rc prcdmninatdy in
gll)OillY minor key)>. The lyrics
dwell on ~ocial l."llnsciousness
ratlu:r than :.kating nnu girl pr(lblcm~ - a wdcome change for a
maturing band.
The punk side ot the music
stu ntis out more this time than on
'"J\11 I< illcr," with a sound more
rcmin\$cent of ·QEx than
Blink--82. The_ me~ riffs lend
the mu!-ic credibility, and Dery<.:k

Whibley's singing is less \\hilly
than on Sum 41's previous
release.
The pop sensibiliucs displayed
in the band'" previous cltort~ ure
not gone entirely: hm\CVCr, they
are downplayt:d. "All .Messed
Up"' sound!> like it was ripp<'d
J irectl y from Gr~l·n 11ny' s
"Insomniac'' and is ~talc- in comparison to "Over My llclld {lll·tter Off D~ad)," v. hich lets the
band member~ demnnstrate their
mu~icaltalent

The entire album is just a lillie
than 30 minute~. but fln)·
thing mo.re w~uld have been
overkill. Despite the new. hea\-

more

ier sound. the music is still not
subsUtntiJI enough tor a longplaying recorll, and it seems like
the rnemhers of Sum 41 and their
producers realii'ed that limita·
tion,
The rough edge~ on "Doe!>
This Look Infected?" mostly
result from Sum 4 1 f<JIIing back
on bpting pop hooks when its
new sounll is both more distinctive and more substanlial than
now-cliche power pop. Still, fur
&hose looking for a good. angsttillt.>tl punk-metal album. this one
may be infcGliQUI'.

.Grade: C+

)

It yChl '.\·'l":cJ l:ke to VOICE: your
<:•ptr~w·n 1n lht: paper please
subrn11 yo .. Jr cmnrnent<Jry
(500-700 wds l by Wednesday
<lt 10 a rn to:
ern.:ul lhene'NS (cr· rnurraystate.eclu
fdx 702-3175
pllonr~ 762-4478 or 4480

www.thenews.org
SPECIALS!
Across from Sirloin
Stockade

TANNING $20 l01 300 Mia.
PERMS $38 a Up
HIGHLIGHTS $2S a Up
MEN'SHAIRCUT $8
WOMEN'S KWIICKUT $10

IT'S A

Arc you looking fo r a Christian sorority?
Take a look - -

Any announcements to be
plilct•cl Ill c::ampus
brrefly or tile calendar neect to be
turned rll by Tuesday at 5 p.m.
Senclto
thenews •cl· rnurraystate .eclu
fax 762-3175
ph:m;:, 7()2-4468 or 4480

Wa l k- in s We lco m e
Ca ll 753- 1682
South~iJe

Shopping Center • \1urray
•Open Late by appointment•

~londay

Thesday - Jan. 28- Ladies Night@ 7:30,

Si!DD

Coupon

a.m. -

'l

p.m.

lua.
I p.m. - fi p.m.

IH. (lltlfllf If. I IIIIIY (lo•ed on Iue.
,

{

T hu rsday - Jan. 30- Dinner with the Actives at
the Apple @ 6:00, meet in Curris
Center Parking lot.

http://www.gcocitics.com/adxkappa/

Mloa.- laf.
II

Parking lot.
For Question~ or concerns
contact:
Dana Starnes. 7li2-4H04
dana.:aarnc!><.ii. murray~>latc.cdu

--------·

loll • lra••a• • A11011afed
Cireaf Plane• • Ale • Horl•on
Hobb• lone • Cilobal
Nagnum • 0.1. • (arl • lru1k1
Plane1 • llof (arl • lralnl ef1.

Tennessee Room, 3rd floor Curris ~·~~4!,'JIIi

I
I

DffAnyNew
Compact: Disc 0

in Barkley Room, 3rd

floor Curris

-------.
--------- Sunset Boulevard
Music
Ju!lt 1 Block From M!iU Dorm•

- Jan.27 - Informational Meeting
@ 7:00

Coupon

#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 270-753-0113

JUNGLE OUT

1/alr'/llt.ilf?/:r ~iky-- t.~ec/ab/

Friday, Feb. 14th
Live Music, Food
Sweetheart Painting Special
Limited Space, call now and
sign up!
Reservations are required
Tuesday is MSU Day.. 1/ 2 off studio fee!

www. personalizedpots. com
305 North 12th Street • Murray, KY
(270) 753-2780
Hours: Monday-Saturday: 11 a.m.-8 p.m.
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Known for their outside shnoting, the Racen; were held to a
mere 19 percent (4-of-21) from
the 3-point line and only manMSU was victorious Thursday aged 1-of-9 attempts in the fin;t
night, but it was not what the half. Despite poor shooting and
3.800 fans at the Regional Spe- stx missed free throws, the Ruccial Events Center came to see.
ers still took a 33-291ead into the
Mnrehead State. ( 12-5. 7-0 locker room. The Racers ulso
Ohio Valley Conference). which pulled out a lead after tmiling 2shares the initials "MSU" with 0 before the game·~ opening
Murray State. stole an 83-76 win tipoff. Murray State was called
from the Racers (I.J-7, 2-3 OVC), lilr un indirect technical foul for
despite being out-rebounded 43- dunking the basketball during
29 by the defending OVC cham- the warmup period.
pions. The Joss was one of only
The Racers continued missing
10 games that the Racers have shots in the secontl half. and
ever lost at the RSEC.
nnce the Racer lead was lost
'1'his was a terrible loss to a with 14:40 remaining. it was
very gnod basketball team," never regained. After a 3-pointcr
Head Coach Tcvester Anderson by Mark~ with 3:06 remaining.
said. "When you out-rebound a the Racers seemed out of the
team by 14 and you don't win race, but a clutch 3-pl>intcr by
the game, you wonder what hap- junior gu:1rd Rick Jones cut the
pened. I thought we were pre- Golden Engle deficit to 69-65
pared enough to win this game Then, trailing 70-65, Singleton
corning in. It's very disappoint- drove the lane, made his layup
ing.''
and was fouled. The senior' s
Senior center James Single- free throw gave him a threeton, who acc:urnulate.<la double- point play and brought Murray
double by halftime. finished the State within two with 2:24 to
game with 20 points and 17 play.
rebounds. Junior forward Cuth·
A quick steal just past midbert Victor also made the 20- court by Jones and n !>hort
point plateau. adding 21 point<: jumper by Shumate gave the
and seven rebounds of his own. Racers new life. lying the g:une
However. their efforts were not 70-70. 1\ three-point play for
enough to fend off guard Ricky Morehead on the other end,
Minard and forward Chet'Marks however, gave the visiting team
of the Golden Eagles.
u three-point lead. which was
Minard and Marks combined followed by a turnover by senior
for 59 points in the game. shoot- guard Antonio Hendcn;on and
ing I 8-32 from the field, includ- another basket for Morehead tilr·
ing 7-12 from 3-point range. In warJ David Aliu, scaling the
the second half, Marks strung victory for Morehead Stale.
together three-consecutive 3"Right now, we're not playing
pointers, culminating at the the kind of basketball it takes to
II :46 mark.
win a championship." Anderson
"This is a big one for the said. "In the dressing morn. I
streak we' re putting together." thought we' d come out with
Minard -,aid. "Our intensity was some intensity and really strap it
the .c;ame throughout the gaml\ it on, on defense. But we tumed
was just that our shot-; starting the ball over so much. it really
hurt us."
falling in the sccontl half.''
Marks was guarded mostly by
At the post-game press cunfcrMurray State's leading scorer, cnce. when asked if Morehead's
junior guard Chris Shumate. 7-0 :;tart is legitimate, Minard
Shumate. who dropped 17 points had a definite reply.
"We' ve got what it takes."
of his own. played 38 minutes in
Minard said. "If you' re going to
the .tO-minute game.
"When you see your Opponen- beat us. you' ve gotlo bri ng it to
~
t's tirei.J. you've got to take the tnb1e:'
advantage of him." Mark.o; said.
Singleton said the outcome of
''I'm not saying that I took Murr.ty State' s next matchup
advantage of him (Shumate), but with Morehead may tum out difI made the shots when he got ferent ly.
"They're playing pretty well
tired."

by Chris Jung
:;ports editor

I guess I should probably write something
about the Super Bowl. I know there is really
nothing I can add that won't be said on ESPN
4.345 times this week, but as an avid Bucs
fan , I'm just too excited to miss this opportunity. Please stay with the column for the
Super Bowl preview because I promise I'll
keep it rather short. and I REALLY promise
that the good stuff is coming at the end. So. without
further ado, the Super
Bowl XXXVII preview.
We all know the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers feature
the league· s best defense:
statistically. it' s one of the
best ever. We also all
know the Oakland Raiden;
feature a bunch of 50year-olds. However, they
are 50-year-olds that get
the ball in the end zone, to
the tune of having the No.
1 offense in the NFL. So,
we could break it down
Nick
like everyone else does.
Batts
deciding which offense is
better. which D is better
and so on. but the two
"Tampa Bay offenses don't play each
has the best other, so that approach
never made much sense tb
defense in me.
I nstead, I'll break
the league. down the head- to-head
.matchups.
and the
Tampa Bay's offense
Raiders have vs. Oakla nd 's defe nse
Tampa has an offense
the best
that has been the subject
offense in of much criticism and illthe league." ness during the last few
year:. on my part. This
year. it wasn't much better
than in the past until the
playoffs. The Bucs scored
31 and 27 points in their last two games, and
Brad Johnson is as hot as just about any quarterback in the league (except maybe Rich
Gannon - more on that later). So. how do they
match up "ith the Oakland D? Well, Oakland
has a statistically good defen.;e, II th in the
NH•• and its secondary is good ..d·lowever. its
sc~.:ondary also is rather small. and if the Bucs
ha"e one thing going for them on offense
besides Johnson, it's that they have big. tall
recei\'ers. Tampa is obviously not going to
score 50 points, but look for it to have a little
success against the Raiders' D.
Oakland's offense vs. Tam pa's defense
• Tampa Bay has the best defense in the
1eague. and the Raiders have the best offense
in the league. Stopping the run is the one thing
that the Bucs do not do fantastically on D.
~' his seems to favor the Bucs, since the
Raiders throw about 569 times a game. Howc:ver, the Raiders' passing game is so safe.
with such conservative passes. it is almost
like a running game. only better than most.
Rich Gannon completes somewhere in the
, neighborhood of I 00 percent of his passes,
but those receiving do most of the work. The
Raiders will score some points, they are that
good, but if any team can contain them. it's
the Buccaneers.
Specia l Teams
Big games always come down tc special
tt:ams. anll there::· s really no way to analyze
them, since someone you ' ve never heard of
could block two punts. I'l l say just this: lt's
exciting to think the game cou ld come down
1
to a field goal and the kickers could each kick
more than 60 yards. Wouldn'tlhat be great? A
t'ic game with two seconds to go and one team
or another lining up for a 62-yard field goal?
It· s even better that one kicker is a drugged• up, 300-pound Polish man. and the other is a
' 4 -foot -3 guy who has always just ACTED like
, he won the Super Bowl. even if it were just an
extra point in week one.
Who will win?
The R<tiders are slight fuvoritcs. and they
are a very good team. I fl were somewhat par• t1al , I woulll say that Oakland wins in a
, squeaker or that it's t0o close to call. But, my
: devotion to the Buccaneers compels me to
: g ive about five "fan points.'' and we'll call it
' Bucs by three .

SportS Talk

M;~rtin

:• Tl•nnc~--ee Tech
• Murmy Stale

Eastern Kmtucky
. Au:-tin
!'cay
SEMO

• · T..nnc:.sN· St.1te

\

3·2
3·2
2·3
2-3
1-2
2·3

2-3
0·4

Murray State senio•· center J ames Singleton soars through the lane for a big dunk and
two of his 20 points during the Racers' 83·76 loss to Morehead State on Thursdny.
right now. but for them to say
that they're the bc:;t team in this
league right now is wrong," Singleton said. "Both teams had an
ofl'-uight. But , if they remember.

jenny H:1hn/T he Ncw5

by Amanda Lee
a:-.:-.i~t a nt

spo rts editor

All the Racer Girls want is
respeu, and this may be the
year to get it.
When the dance team was
founded in 1994, its main
function was to give Murray
Stute students a place to llunce.
Now the Racer Girls is consid en~d a club team. advisell hy

Neil McMillion, anll members
said they reulize their role i~ to
support Murray State athletics.
"This is the fiN )'ear we've
really been on the siJelines.''
said Michelle Meyer. the
team' s captain and lone senior.
"Before, we (;arne out at halftime. we danced. and we were
gone."
The nine team members arl'
now working I~> add Ill the

Overall
11-5

10-6
10·8
9-6
7-8
8-6
i-10
6-10

2·12

Jan. 25
SEMO@ Austin Peay, 1 p.m.
Morehead St<:1tc@ Tcnm•s:-o\'C ·~I.ntin, 6 p.m.
l'l•nnes!>Cl' Stdtc@ Tl'nlw~~l'l' Tl•(h, 7::m p m.
Ea!->ll'rn Kmtucky@ MuiTa)' Stale, 7:3!1 p.m.

atmo:-.phere ot the ba~kctball
and football game-. <II which
they perform hy participating
in promotional acuvitics and
sell ing prl)grams.
" I want us to keep enming
rc-,pect: · Meyer !'Did. "When J
came in as a freshman, pc"ple
didn ' t knuw there wa ... a dance
team. Thb year. it' s like an
extreme change."
Junior Beth
Buchanan

we heat them in the OVC Tournament last year. Tntst me, the
next time we meet them, we will
bring our 'A' gurnc."
Murray Stute wilJ have anoth·

er shot at Morehead on Feb. 22.
The Racers next g:une is against
F.aqem Kentucky [lnJ is -.chelluled for 7:30 p.111. S<~turduy at
the RSEC.

agreed and said s he even gets
recognized ns a Racer G irl
when she goes out in public.
First-year coach Amy Northingtnn said the Racer Girls
have l:lcen preparing for success by working hard to
improve their skill level. Most
of the women began dunc.:ing
between ages 3 :md 5, and
many of them chorcogr~tph the
team' !> <.lances.
" I think there's a lot of talent
on the team,'' sophomore
Valerie Penny snid. " And the
crowd recognizes that."
Team pracuccs take up three
nights u week, not counting
game nights. and the llancers
and coach ret.:eive no scholarships or other compl'nsati~m .
While the team dl)eS rece1ve
some money from the athletic
department to buy unifonns,
the Racer Girls are responsible
for raising the other money
they need.
"They' re here hl he students
firM and Racer Girls -.ccond."
Northington ~aid . "A lotol the
girls work; some nt the girls
are in other ucth tties whether it be GrceJ.; life or
with their maj or nr the dance
company. But when it's Racer
Girl time. if you're going to be
a part of this team. you' ve got
to make it your lirst priority."
Pmcticc:-., performances
and fund -mio;ers arc worked
into class schedules, work and
other extra~urrieular activities.
Penny o;aid time management

is one ol the most valuabje
le-.sons she hns learned sin&
she became a Racer Girl. t;
"Jf )'llU cannot Jearn tinie
management. then you cunn'bt
go to college nn<.l tuke ~~ fUll
~emester and he here thrcl!:,
rour, live night s a week,"
Penny said . " I think a lot ~f
girls find Ollllhfltthey C:lTl'l (lo
the time management we",,l
enough to be successful."
Even though tt is diffictllt
and fru str,uing at times, Mc):tr
satd the team contmues ils
cornmttrnent to supporting
Murray State nthletics and
self- impnwcrnent.
" Yuu' vc got to love 10 cln
it.'' Mc)'Cr said.
'
Anothc1 I ut u re goa I for t6e
Racer Girl s is tu pa11icipate in
competitions. an endeavor thin
takes more time and rm.lle)'.:
"lbat 's somcthtng th.l' I
would like to move towuro;
it's ju ~t probably going to take
a couple more years to build
our program tn where we'll ~e
able to dn thnt ," Nonhington
said
For now, tht' team will continue workin g to promote
MS U athletics nod gain support in rerum.
''It's n btg thing for me that
they sta n respecting u:-. and
that we srart IA'Orking harder
for their 1espect.'' Meyer said.
13uchanJn agreed and said
thl~ coat:hcs lwvc been especially suppmttve o)f the team' s
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T he Murray State Racer Girls entertain the crowd with a dance routine durin ~ halftime
at T hursday's basketball game against ~f o rehea d State.
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From behind the Shadows

: Nick Batrs is a staff writer for "The Murray
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Morehead handcuffs Racers 83-76

Rues receive
fan points
from writer

Morrhl•ad State
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and all that, hut not very
01uch ubout that moment
when the labor happened,
whether it wus a stillborn or
live birth," Glover said.
"That's a very critical factor.''
Glover said there were
many decisions Turner
made the day or the birth of
which he did not approve,
but none of her actions are
· tantamount to murder.
"Aller the hah} was stillborn, ~he put the body in a
sack. She denied and lied all
throughout the process
about having a baby,"
Glover suid. "Then, she
came back within a day or

encourages involvement

two to clean up. I would be
ashamed if my kids did anything like that,.but that does
not make her a murderer."
Glover then informed the
jury about Turner's two previous problematic ' pregnancies, one of which resuhed
in a m1scarriage.
"Most of you know that if
a mother has a problem with
one pregnancy, it increase:.
the odds of having problems
with (future pregnancies),"
Glover said.
Glover also discussed the
medical
evidence
the
defense would produce that
he said overwhelmingly
points 10 a stillbirth. which

would make murder an
impossibility.
" I believe the way to
describe this case to you is
what we call in lawyer's
lingo a medical case,"
G lover said. "Another way
to describe it is a cause-ofdeath case. It's only about
what happened the moment
that baby came. Was it stiltborn? Was it put in that bag
to die, or d id it die of natural causes'/ T hat's really what
this is all about It's no t
about whether we like the
things that happened before
or after the birth .''
After opening statements
were
finished,
Foust

enues and internal budgetary
cuts arc essentiul to alleviating many of the consequences.
Alexander al:.o said he
encourage:. those w ho are
concerned about the budget
to immediately begin writing
letters and t.•alling state legislator:;.
'This is no time for apathy.
and MS U students, along
with their parents. can really
help during the next two
months by getting their voices and concerns heard,"
Alexander suid. "Local citizens also nrc encouraged to
forward their concerns about
these .problems.''
Student Government Asso-

announced a recess of two
hours. After reassembling,
the j ury was informed that
because of scheduling problems with w itnesses, court
would be dismissed un til
Thursday, when witnesses
from both sides would
appear.
Although Foust originally
said the trial would probably
conclude today, in light of
Wednesday's delays, he said
he expected a concl usion by
Tuesday.
Said Foust: "Unfortunately, sometimes we ru n into
brick walls, and we have to
resolve these things as best
we can." ·

c.auon President J ace Rnbe
said students need to realize
the detrimen tal effects of
budget cuts. including losing
programs, p rofessors and
opportunities they have had
in the past.
Rabc. said SGA, in alliance
w ith student governments
throughout the state, is formally taking an initiative to
combat the problems.
"We will begin a leuerwriting campaign to voice
our concern to our legislators
and march on the capital if
need be," R abe said.
Rabe said he encourages
students to actively take u
role in voicing their concerns.
"We, as students, have n

unique opportunity to influe nce the educational monies
we receive from the state,"
Rube said. "I fee) it is our
duty to voice our concerns
over such issues. We need to
take a united stand on this
issue and, in one voice,
protest these cuts."
Alexander ~aid he is confide nt Kentuckians will nol
tum their backs on the children nod students of the
Commonwealth.
Said Alexander: "What is
at staKe is a decade of educational progress and a national
momentum in higher education that has catapulted Ken·
tuck.y above many other
.states in recent years.''
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All You Can Eat Buffet

·-----·
10% Off

OPEN DAILY

: with MSU :
1 St d t ID 1

Fresh Buffe~ Fresh Dessert, Salad & Ice Cream
~

• Mon.- Thur.: 10:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.
• Fri. & Sat.: 10:30 a. m.- 10:30 p.m.
• Sun.: 10:30 a.m.- 9:30p.m.
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(270) 753-8916

Mon.
10 1.m. to 4 p.m.
Tues • Thurs.
10 1.m. to 6 p.m ..
frt. & Sat.
10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
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600 N. 12th SL {Not door to Taco John\;)
Central Sltoppmg Cencer • Murray

~

OPEN
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NOW ACCEPTING:
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Cafe Leon custom roasted coff e es .

Fl

Tan n i n g & S torage Aentnl
I 0% discount off fannin~ Packastes
and lotions wlfh MSU 1.0.

Hours
.nus.,

Mon.
8

8

At. & Sat.

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

aa..d Sc.lxiW

753-3333

a.m.·

10 P.m.

a.m•. 9 P.m.

Fax:
753·7993
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NIEON IBIE&C:H

Phone:
767-0486

Organic, Dietetic & Specialty Foods, Spices, Dr,led Fruits & Nuts,
Amish Cheese & Butter, Whole Grains & Flour, Ezekial Bread.
FOODBASED SUPPLEMENTS • WHOLE SPECTRUM HERBS
..
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~

.....
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............. ........... .

LOCALLY GROWN ORGANIC PRODUCE
• Gourmet Salad Mix • Romaine l ettuce • Kale • Mustard • and More

Certified Organic Grapefruit, Valencia Oranges, Broccoli,
Cabbage, Yams, and Onions. Others available upon request.

the
mad e-for-you
M
k
a
e 0 v e__r._
MSU
....._.......,......,.;,.;;_...._._

30% discount
on all purchases
for
students with 10.

Come see all the new gifts &
scrapbooking supplies arriving daily.
wildrasp @ murray-ky.net
4 16 Main St.

859

Discover makeup made to suit your
skin tone, your style, even the
clothes you wear. Call me today for
a free makeover. We'll create a
look that's uniquely yours.

ANITA KAY CUNNINGHAM
lndependenl Senior Soles Director
489-2507 • 1268 Palmer Rd. •

_

M A Ry KAY~

Nrcolt .S RoclriJIIU
Her wlwlr hfr oht~rJ r•f hn
Bu11ha1\ lochln•llar• nc>lv
Killrl/ ltv 11 d11111H Jmn
jul1 II. IY<IJ
LuiIn, CA

cunninghamrocing@hotmoil.com
www.moryko .com/akcunnin hom

}low accepting
entries froM all
CICftltleMic colleges.

1r you don't -,wp somrooe

Irom dri,ing dnrnk, who "all?

Do \\ h.~ICI"tr II Ia\.~~
FRIENDS OOtfT l£T FRI!NDS DRIVE llfli/NK.

$~5 prize awarded for

"Home of the Special Bean Roll"

unique Mexican Food · Deli sandwiches
cajuf! specials · salads · soups · BBQ

$

l~ial Price LUnch Menu

OPEN 7 days a week - 11 a.m.

= sun.,

11

a.m.-a p.m.=

winning essa!:JS.
fipplications available in suite 7C o{]acultfj
Hall or online (download from
link at r<acerNet).
Deadline is ']anuar'd 31. 2003
Please direct questions to Dr. !Jill=joreman

762-4549 or bill.foreman@murraystate.edu

1oo/o discount on sundays
,..

Best Student Essays

Murr-vegas
Allstars
_.. ... .,._ 3c:»c ...

Murray State University
2 0 0 3

Must be 21 to stay for the bandt
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